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Thanks for attending and participating in the Libraries for Sustainability Webinar Series 2012: Call to Action and Collaboration! On Feb. 28, 2012 from 2:00-3:00 (EST).

The slides are available here: http://www.slideshare.net/filarwilliams/libraries-for-sustainability-call-to-action-and-collaboration

Many good ideas were generated by participants. Please consider this conversation an entryway into an OPPORTUNITY FOR LEADERSHIP. If you are interested in playing a role in organizing a new ALA group, or revitalizing TFOE, please contact one of us. We let SRRT know there may be interest in revitalizing TFOE and they welcome continued participation. Our intention with this webinar series is to facilitate a dialogue with the hope that leaders will emerge and begin to work on a new framework for collaboration. Please let us know if you are interested so we can put you in touch with each other.

Some of the articles and sites that were mentioned in the webinar:

- Electronic Green Journal - http://escholarship.org/uc/item/1zs6k7m2
- Association of the Advancement of Sustainability in Higher Education - http://www.aashe.org
- Our Linkedin Group: http://www.linkedin.com/groups/Sustainability-Librarians-3928605
- Bonnie/Madeleine’s 10 ideas from AASHE http://works.bepress.com/charney_madeleine/51/
- Principles of Sustainability by Simon Dresner

The live session was recorded and the video may be viewed here (chat transcript attached). https://sas.elluminate.com/site/external/launch/play.jnlp?sid=315&psid=2012-02-28.0718.M.669FDEC58C8549C611C2EC64F0EDEE.vcr

**Stay tuned for RSVP for the next webinar: April 24, 2012, 2:00-3:00 (EST) - Sharing Sustainability Practices in Libraries (call for presenters coming soon!)**